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THINGS TO OBSERVE
Artesian in this list will be sold at prices given as double the prices of the number of the same kind of variety.

FRUIT TREES AND SMALL FRUITS

ALMONDS

APRICOTS

APRICOTES

AVOCADO

BEANS

BROAD BEANS

CABBAGE

CABBAGE, TURNIP

CABBAGE, PRewis

CABBAGE, Pointed

CABBAGE, Bunny Ear

CABBAGE, Early Ice

CABBAGE, Improved Smith

CABBAGE, Improved Seedling

CABBAGE, Pails

CABBAGE, Purple

CABBAGE, Winter

CARROTS

CELERY

CUCUMBERS

DAIRY FASH

DAIRY FRESH

DAIRY SUMMER

EASTERN SUMMER

EASTERN FALL

FRENCH SUMMER

FRENCH FALL

FRENCH WINTER

FRENCH CELERY

GERMAN WINTER

GERMAN SUMMER

GERMAN FALL

GERMAN CELERY

GERMAN CELERY, Dressed

GOLDEN BURPEE

GREENS

GREAT SOUTHERN

HAYSES

HEARTS OF IVY

HARicot BEANS

HEARTS OF IVY

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late
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HEARTS OF IVY, Early
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HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early

HEARTS OF IVY, Dressed

HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early
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HEARTS OF IVY, Early
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HEARTS OF IVY, Early
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HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early
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HEARTS OF IVY, Late

HEARTS OF IVY, Early
Fruit Trees

We now have a full line of fruit trees grown by the Aga Co., and the varieties are among the finest grown trees exclusive of the million dollar variety. We are prepared to guarantee all stock to be of the finest and absolutely true to name.

Citrus Trees

A surplus of citrus trees and all varieties of extra strong healthy stock, Naval and Valencia Oranges, Lisbon, Burebio and Villa Fuentes Lemons, and Muskos' Seedless Grape Fruit.

Olivs

MISSION AND MASSIMILLO

If you are thinking of planting this season it will pay you to call and see our stock. We carry very fine trees in any quantity at very attractive prices.

Shade Trees

DECIDUOUS

We make a specialty in this class of trees of large sizes for immediate effect, but also have the smaller ones in large quantities, such as Sycamore, Upright, Maples, Eucalyptus, Elms, Ash, Locust, Poppas, Birch, Mulberry, etc.

Evergreen Shade Trees

We are the largest growers of the following varieties in this part of the State: Asparagus, Camphor, Silk Oak, Pepper Trees, Eucalyptus, Cypress, Palms, Etc.

Roses, Vines, Etc.

We grow large quantities of Roses every season, and this year have an extra fine stock. Our list is composed of 50 varieties many of which are new and all adapted to this climate, and we will carry in stock just as many varieties for spring plants. We guarantee all plants to be true to name.

SPECIAL COLLECTION No. 1

Ten-inch, $1.50 each, two inches, $2.00 each.

SPECIAL COLLECTION No. 2

Ten inches, all kinds, no two alike, for trial purposes, $1.00 each, $2.00 collection.

SPECIAL COLLECTION No. 3

Ten-inch Plants, climbing or bush, or both, not matched, but no two alike, $1.00 each.

Keep cool this summer. Plant vines on your house, pergola, porch or fences. We have a keen 25 varieties of climbers, good for all purposes.

Potted Plants

We devote more space under glass than any nursery in the country and also have a full line of Boston, Whitney and Sword Ferns, Kentia Palms, Sprengeri, and Phleumus, Cycatrons, Pinus, and various kinds of bonsai trees and in fact any kind of potted plants that are suitable for the house or parlors.

Cut Flowers

We carry on hand, always, cut flowers for all purposes, and remember we are prepared to fill orders for wedding bouquets from the simplest to the most elaborate ribbon shower.

Our largest specialty is funeral designs, and our designers can turn out the most artistic designs such as Wreaths, Poinsettias, Chrysanthemums, Broke Wheels, Sprays, Etc.

Seeds

Our aim is to make our own the seed headquarters in the section of the country, and while we try to carry a complete line of seeds, if we haven't what you want in stock we will get it for you if it can be gotten in America, no matter how small the order.

In package seed we handle both Home and Angier & Munson's seed list.

Miscellaneous

First Seed, Country Bird, Genuine Hard Mountain Birch, both apple and beech; Bird Stakes, Japanese Goldfish, Flower Pots, Wire Hanging Baskets, Garden Hose, Sprays, Sprayers, Whole Oil Seed Paris Green, Etc., Etc.

YOU ARE INVITED TO INSPECT OUR COMPLETE LINES.

TURLOCK NURSERY

TURLOCK 222 W. Main
Phone 469

J. A. LIND, Proprietor.

TURLOCK NURSERY

MODESTO
Cor. 8th and 1
Phone Main 6191